
City Councils are looking for ways to save money. Municipal consultants say it’s 
time to balance budgets for the long haul and take a serious look at the many 
possible actions that can help. As possible cost-saving and value-enhancing   
measures are discussed, often opposing opinions arise.  However, there is one 
action that is rarely controversial: outsourcing bill printing.

Unlike determining proper billing amounts and providing excellent customer care, bill printing is 
not a “core” function.  When budgets are being squeezed, “non-core” functions like printing are 
a great place to look for cost savings while ensuring that important services are not sacrificed.  
If a city can allocate staff resources away from routine clerical processes and toward more 
important duties, it gains valuable labor hours.  And by outsourcing activities like bill printing
to printing specialists, it can also reduce equipment, materials, and postage costs.

At Black Mountain Software, we offer a Processing Interface module that works
with a top-notch bill printing vendor’s software to provide a very easy, seamless
solution.  Increasingly, we hear city and utility clerks commenting on these 
benefits of outsourced bill printing:

 - Professional staff spending more time where it counts the most
 - Avoidance of hiring additional staff and reduced stress of current staff
 - Reduced wear and tear on printers, and lower ink costs
 - More professional-looking documents 
 - Options to upgrade (full page bills, return envelopes, etc.) and still save money
 - Expedited printing 

To minimize any risks and increase the effectiveness of outsourcing bill printing, select an 
experienced service provider who has:

 - A reputation for reliability and great customer service (ask to speak to references!)
 - Flexibility to make sure your specific processes are maintained 
 - Data transfer via a secure FTP site
 - Ability to view samples and approve files prior to processing, followed by 24-hour turnaround
 - An easy mechanism for including special instructions and/or attaching files for other inserts          
               to be printed and included with the mailing
 - Processed Presorted First Class to lower your postage costs
 - Immediately available, searchable  and printable pdf image of the billing
 - Merging of like addresses and reporting of bad addresses and forwards

If lean times are forcing you to reevaluate some of your daily office functions, give some thought 
to the non-core tasks that eat up your time and consider joining the trend toward outsourcing 
those functions to a specialist vendor.  

 Call Black Mountain Software at 800-353-8829 for more information.
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